Achieve Explosive Medicare Growth
with PlanCompare ONE

Ensure Compliance. Protect Your Members. Attract New Business.

It’s more important than ever to engage
members and keep them with you all while
attracting new business. It’s a dual strategy
that must work in tandem to achieve
explosive Medicare growth, not just during
AEP, but all year long.
To do so, you need the right technology and digital platform and the right trusted, experienced partner to make
shopping and enrolling in the best fit Medicare plans (at any time) easy for agents and beneficiaries alike.

ConnectureDRX is the right partner and PlanCompare ONE is the right technology to attract new
business and retain customers.

ONE Platform. Any Channel. Any Device.
COMPLIANCE AND SECURITY ARE OUR TOP PRIORITY
- Partner with experts who understand your compliance
challenges–ONE who has never lost a Medicare enrollment
in 15 plus years.

MOST ACCURATE PRICING in the Medicare industry - Our
prescription drug pricing is pharmacy-specific, no cost
averages are ever used. This ensures we provide the most
reliable out-of-pocket estimates, key to beneficiaries finding
their best fit Medicare plans every time.

Achieve Explosive Medicare Growth with PlanCompare ONE
INCREASE SELF-SERVICE ENROLLMENTS - Our digital platform removes
barriers for beneficiaries to enroll on their own.
REDUCED CALL HANDLING TIMES - Pre-loaded member data and
personalized messaging increases efficiency for agents and call centers.
LARGEST CARRIER NETWORK - With over 100 carriers on our platform
Our health plan carriers have the largest market share:
♦

95% of the PDP market

♦

88% of the MA/MAPD market

♦

71% of the MedSupp market

ALL MEDICARE PLAN TYPES - MA, MAPD, PDP and MedSupp
BONUS! Include your own plans to sell on our platform.

With the right partner, your beneficiaries will always find their best
fit Medicare plan every time. You can bank on it.

Schedule a demo today.

Visit connecture.com or email marketing@connecture.com
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